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If you have a question about the installation or compatibility of the plugin, please refer to the user guide and FAQ section in the
project's download section. Tape Harmonizer is a discreet audio generator that creates harmonics based on the psychoacoustic

algorythm of human hearing. The Tape Harmonizer is able to create harmonics from a single tone to harmonics based on
several notes simultaneously. In addition to this, the Tape Harmonizer has two sections: magnetize and audio filter. The Tape

Harmonizer is designed to provide the best results for a wide variety of music styles. Its high-quality design and implementation
make it easy to use. Tape Harmonizer X is a free audio plugin for you to use in your audio production. Tape Harmonizer X is a
discreet audio generator that creates harmonics based on the psychoacoustic algorythm of human hearing. Tape Harmonizer X

is a discreet audio generator that creates harmonics based on the psychoacoustic algorythm of human hearing. Tape Harmonizer
X is able to create harmonics from a single tone to harmonics based on several notes simultaneously. In addition to this, the

Tape Harmonizer has two sections: magnetize and audio filter. The Tape Harmonizer is designed to provide the best results for
a wide variety of music styles. Its high-quality design and implementation make it easy to use. Tape Harmonizer X is a discreet
audio generator that creates harmonics based on the psychoacoustic algorythm of human hearing. Tape Harmonizer X is able to

create harmonics from a single tone to harmonics based on several notes simultaneously. In addition to this, the Tape
Harmonizer has two sections: magnetize and audio filter. The Tape Harmonizer is designed to provide the best results for a

wide variety of music styles. Its high-quality design and implementation make it easy to use. This DAW plugin simulates the
effects of a real tape machine using your audio signal. It also simulates the tape and the noise levels. The noise can be

controlled with the noise level controls. The pitch of your audio is also affected by noise levels. The amount of noise is
controlled by a slider and the noise levels can be adjusted in four different ranges: - Low noise level: lower the noise will result

in a
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Tape Harmonizer is a freeware audio plugin that simulates the effect of tape recordings on the audio spectrum. It uses the
algorythm and was created by audio engineer Aziz Al-Masri. Tape Harmonizer VST is designed for live sound productions. For
example, it is used to simulate the phasing effect of an old tape recorder by adding harmonics to an audio signal. It can also be
used to simulate the sounds of old analog tape recordings. VST Instrument X is a sound synthesis plugin by Philipp de Greve.

The instrument features 7 wavetable oscillators, a multilayered effects engine, and the Wavetile effect for an old school
wavetable synthesis sound. VST Instrument X Description: Sound production using the instrument is similar to a wavetable

synth, except the wavetable oscillators are sine waves, and you can tune the wavetables. The instrument features 7 wavetable
oscillators, one dual-VCO, 2 LFOs, a multilayered effects engine, and the Wavetile effect for an old school wavetable synthesis

sound. VST Plugins X is a sound synthesis plugin by Philipp de Greve. The instrument features 7 wavetable oscillators, a
multilayered effects engine, and the Wavetile effect for an old school wavetable synthesis sound. VST Plugins X Description:
Sound production using the instrument is similar to a wavetable synth, except the wavetable oscillators are sine waves, and you
can tune the wavetables. The instrument features 7 wavetable oscillators, one dual-VCO, 2 LFOs, a multilayered effects engine,

and the Wavetile effect for an old school wavetable synthesis sound. Tutorials VST Plugins X is a sound synthesis plugin by
Philipp de Greve. The instrument features 7 wavetable oscillators, a multilayered effects engine, and the Wavetile effect for an

old school wavetable synthesis sound. VST Plugins X Description: Sound production using the instrument is similar to a
wavetable synth, except the wavetable oscillators are sine waves, and you can tune the wavetables. The instrument features 7

wavetable oscillators, one dual-VCO, 2 LFOs, a multilayered effects engine, and the Wavetile effect for an old school
wavetable synthesis sound. Tape Harmonizer VST is a handy and reliable 77a5ca646e
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[Show More] You can use this VST plugin to superimpose a new harmonic sound (up to 12 harmonics) over the original one.
You can choose which harmonics to superimpose, the position of the new harmonics, and the new sound spectrum (from the
original sound). Each new harmonic is a self-oscillating waveform generated at the frequency of the original sound. [Show
More] If you are into remixing HipHop & Funk or House tunes, or any other genres but with a hip and pop style, then this
VST/AU Plugin is right for you. You can superimpose chords over a beat and add chord changes. If you want more than that,
you can control the bass, the treble, the frequencies and the beat of the chords. There is also a deep modes section with
different frequencies to help you to create your own chords. [Show More] If you are interested in creating super compact stereo
effects that would sound just right with your own music or a style of music you are into, then you can’t miss the opportunity of
downloading the deep stereo shifter VST/AU Plugin. This plugin has 20 different effects ranging from high pass, low pass and
notch to deep mode, stereo mode and cross phase stereo shifter. And, finally, you can easily save your own favorite settings and
load them at any time. [Show More] When you are into remixing HipHop & Funk or House tunes, you have to have the right
tools, right? And, what better and free one than DeepSide with the Harmonizer VST. DeepSide was designed to help you create
your own harmonies by superimposing your own music over a beat. And the Harmonizer VST is able to generate 12 different
harmonics simultaneously, making this VST a perfect tool for creating unique and special sounds. [Show More] DeepSide was
designed to help you create your own harmonies by superimposing your own music over a beat. And the Harmonizer VST is
able to generate 12 different harmonics simultaneously, making this VST a perfect tool for creating unique and special sounds.
If you are into music remixing, making your own HipHop & Funk or House tunes, then you can’t miss the opportunity of
downloading DeepSide with the Harmonizer VST. [Show More] Hi

What's New in the Tape Harmonizer VST?

Tape Harmonizer VST - Plugin designed to create new harmonics based on the psychoacoustic algorythm. This VST plugin is
designed to provide tape-like harmonic effects. It is a 5-band vocoder plugin, capable to be used to process any audio samples.
Each band represents a particular tonal aspect, and you can easily control them. It also includes a noise generator that allows
you to pitch-shift or pitch-bend the noise of the audio, like it is happening on an analog tape recorder. Tape Harmonizer VST
includes a magnetize section and an audio section. Both sections have two filters - an audio filter to add an analog-like high-
frequency distortion, and a low-pass filter to lower the high frequencies. You can also use a dedicated parameter for each
section to control the amount of distortion and/or low-pass filtering. Tape Harmonizer VST also includes an effect section to
enable you to add more effects like reverb, chorus, delay, etc. Besides the basic parameters already included in the plugin, Tape
Harmonizer VST also includes an LFO section to create morphing effects and a panel to customize the plugin’s settings. So, in
order to create new harmonics, you can use the notes from the piano (or any other instrument you choose) and control the
amount of harmonics generated. By changing the pitch of the instrument, you can also create musical textures. Tape
Harmonizer VST audio filters are implemented in this plugin as virtual analog filters. The filters are an analog emulation of the
two top poles of a tape machine head, both being usable independently to be used for high-pass, band-pass, or low-pass
filtering. You can also combine both filters together to create a more complex analog filter. The VST comes with a
comprehensive configuration panel. By using the settings in the panel, you can create up to 5 different virtual tape machines
with different characteristics and filters. Tape Harmonizer VST features: * Two sections - magnetize and audio filter - that you
can use independently to generate new harmonics * Create new harmonics by using the notes from any instrument you choose *
Add new harmonics by creating new notes (piano, etc.) and control them (tempo, pitch, etc.) * The plugin includes two filters -
a dedicated band-pass filter for each section, and a band-pass filter used to emulate a tape machine head's top poles * The panel
includes a comprehensive configuration panel for creating your own tape machine or creating new effects. You can also use the
control panel to mix the sections of the plugin. * You can create up to 5 different virtual tape machines with different
characteristics * Use the settings to create different digital filters like high-pass,
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System Requirements For Tape Harmonizer VST:

Minimum: OS: Windows XP Service Pack 3 or later Processor: 2.8 GHz (Single core) Memory: 512 MB Graphics: DirectX
9.0c OpenGL 2.0 Hardware Acceleration: Network: Broadband Internet connection Screen resolution: 1280x720 or higher
DirectX 10 Input: DirectInput Hard drive space: 4 GB free hard drive space Multi-threaded Patch: Average: OS: Windows
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